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world mythology and legend pdf
Comparative mythology is the systematic comparison of myths from different cultures. It seeks to discover
underlying themes that are common to the myths of multiple cultures.
Myth - Wikipedia
In Hungarian myth, the world is divided into three spheres: the first is the Upper World (FelsÅ‘ vilÃ¡g), the
home of the gods; the second is the Middle World (KÃ¶zÃ©psÅ‘ vilÃ¡g) or world we know, and finally the
underworld (AlsÃ³ vilÃ¡g).In the center of the world stands a tall tree: the World Tree / Tree of Life
(VilÃ¡gfa/Ã‰letfa).Its foliage is the Upper World, and the Turul bird dwells on ...
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